The advanced capabilities of your MOTOTRBO platform ensures communications are safe, clear and reliable across your enterprise. Keep your two-way radios and infrastructure up to date and secure with Essential Software for MOTOTRBO.

Essential Software provides access to Premium software features and software updates to protect your two-way radios and infrastructure. Be confident in the optimal performance of your two-way radios and infrastructure, ensuring maximum productivity.

**ESSENTIAL SERVICES FOR EXISTING MOTOTRBO™ TWO-WAY RADIOS AND INFRASTRUCTURE**

**SUPPORT WHEN YOU NEED IT**
**STAY AHEAD OF THE GAME WITH THE LATEST SOFTWARE**

The advanced capabilities of your MOTOTRBO platform ensures communications are safe, clear and reliable across your enterprise. Keep your two-way radios and infrastructure up to date and secure with Essential Software for MOTOTRBO.

Essential Software provides access to Premium software features and software updates to protect your two-way radios and infrastructure. Be confident in the optimal performance of your two-way radios and infrastructure, ensuring maximum productivity.

**MANAGING YOUR TWO-WAY RADIOS AND INFRASTRUCTURE**

**ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE**

Always stay ahead of the game with Essential Software for MOTOTRBO two-way radios and infrastructure. Enhance communication by taking advantage of MOTOTRBO Premium software features and software updates.

The Essential Software package includes Premium features that were normally sold ala carte. Moreover, ensure continuous security, performance and enhanced functionality of your two-way radios and infrastructure by getting access to MOTOTRBO certified and tested release software updates and upgrades.

Regular release software updates protect and enhance operations to extend the lifespan of your MOTOTRBO infrastructure. Invest in planned updates to minimize unforeseen costs and service disruptions.

Essential Software protects your investments through access to new features as they are developed and expands your capabilities beyond voice for increased productivity, reliability and safety.
PREMIUM SOFTWARE FEATURES

SAFETY & SECURITY
- Enhanced Privacy
- Transmit Interrupt
- Man Down
- Transmit Inhibit
- Indoor Inhibit

AUDIO
- SINC+Noise Cancellation
- Mute Mode
- Rx Audio Leveling

EFFICIENCY & PRODUCTIVITY
- Text to Speech
- Multi-Button PTT
- Enhanced GPS

CONNECTIVITY
- Bluetooth Audio
- Bluetooth Data

SYSTEMS
- Digital Voting
- Dynamic Mixed Mode
- IP Repeater Programming

AT-A-GLANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premium Software Features</th>
<th>3 years</th>
<th>3 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Maintenance &amp; Updates</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Connect Plus Controllers, Gateways, and System Licenses are not eligible

ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE FOR MOTOTRBO TWO-WAY RADIOS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

MAXIMIZING TWO-WAY RADIO AND INFRASTRUCTURE PERFORMANCE

THE REWARD
Essential Software for MOTOTRBO two-way radios and infrastructure will provide you with a reliable approach to protect your investment through expanded software capabilities and improved reliability and security.

THIS ENABLES YOU TO:
- Protect your investment through access to new software features as they are developed.
- Access Premium features to make your workforce more efficient and current with innovation.
- Run new functionality, often without any additional hardware investment.
- Enhance your availability and stability of infrastructure and two-way radios.
- Extend the life of your infrastructure and devices.
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